EXPLORE YOUR ENVIRONMENT AND FIND SIX OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN 15 MINUTES. PHOTOGRAPH, SKETCH OR BRING BACK EVERYTHING YOU FIND. BUT TAKE CARE NOT TO HURT ANY PLANTS OR ANIMALS!

1. Something shiny
2. Something flat
3. Something blue
4. Something furry
5. Something red
6. Something rubbery
7. Something cold
8. Something moist
9. Something soft
10. Something hard
11. Something with a strong smell
12. Something alive

GET PARTICIPANTS TO TALK ABOUT THE FAVOURITE THING THEY FOUND AND WHY. WHOEVER COMES BACK WITH THE MOST INTERESTING ITEM WINS!
This is an example of a theme-based treasure hunt.

Here you have to hunt for certain types of insects. Find six of the following items in 30 minutes. Take photos or sketch what you find.

1. a moth
2. a ladybeetle
3. an ant
4. a butterfly
5. a grasshopper
6. an insect with two wings
7. an insect with four wings
8. an insect with stripes
9. an insect with one colour
10. an insect that changes colour
11. an insect with three colours
12. an insect egg